Create a Paper Mâché Ocean Friends Sculpture

Inspired by Sam Richardson, an artist who made landscape sculptures to express his love of nature.

To make the mâché paste: mix 1 part flour with 1 part water. (Add some white glue if you want it to be stickier.)

Supplies:
- White flour
- Warm water
- Paper strips (newspaper works well)
- Clear plastic bottle
- Cardboard
- Tape
- Paint or markers
1. Think of an animal that reminds you of the ocean. You will use the bottle as the main body of your animal and use paper mâché to sculpt its unique features.

2. Attach cardboard and crumpled paper with masking tape to build up forms on your ocean animal (sea creature) such as fins, eyes, scales or tails!

3. Dip the paper strips one by one into the paste mixture, squeeze-off any excess paste using your fingers and layer them onto the bottle.

4. Cover the bottle with the paper strips until you can see the form of an animal take shape.

5. Add sunshine: place your sculpture outside and let it the paper mâché dry out thoroughly. Once it feels dry, add color and extra features using paint or markers.